
DESCRIPTION COACHING POINTS DIAGRAM

GAME 1

GAME 2

Scrimmage

AGE: 4 - 6 years
TOPIC: Passing the ball

FIRST COACHING POINT  
After each kick the player should follow-through towards 
their target

SECOND COACHING POINT 
The player should to kick the ball and then take a step 
after it to ensure their momentum goes with the ball


FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should be trying to kick the ball with their shoe 
laces

SECOND COACHING POINT  
Planted foot should be next to he ball


FIRST COACHING POINT 
Try to keep the game flowing without breaking the play 
too often- have plenty of spare balls so that if it goes out 
you can toss a new one in. If you see a player being shy 
or hanging by the goal we can give them the ball and help 
them dribble up the field. 

Try to find instances to reiterate your coaching points - be 
quick and concise - feel free to hi-light the positives as 
well as negatives to show the players your pointers. Look 
out for:

1) Players dribbling right in to an opponent
2) Players kicking the ball with their toe
3) Players falling/stumbling as they kick

20x20 yard grid with traffic cones scattered upright around the area. Each player has a ball. When the coach says go, players enter the area 
and will shoot their ball at the cones to knock them over. The coach will move around the area and reset the knocked over cones - allow 
ninety seconds for players to knock them all down. Next we will ask players to do the same with their weak foot. We will then assign a couple 
players to be the carnival workers - they will run around ands reset the cones - allow ninety seconds and see how many are left standing at 
the end of the game. Finally we ask the carnival workers to reset the cones using their feet (not hands). 

Space Invaders - 20x20 yard grid, each player has a ball, will become an alien and dribble around the area. Coach will be the astronaut and 
will chase them with a ball. If coach kicks their ball and hits a players ball they will become an astronaut and help coach to blast all the other 
aliens. Play a couple times and allow some players to be the astronaut. Make sure they know they can only hit the aliens ball. 


Game time - 30x20 yard field with a small goal at each end - no goalkeepers - try to balance teams to play 3v3 (you may have a team of four 
if you have a few newer players, or a team of two if you have stronger players). The goal is to have every player involved and kicking the ball 
regularly



